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APPRECIATION

This year, Thanksgiving has become a special time to
remember and appreciate all the Lord has done.
We remember the Lord’s leading over the past 12 months. This
time last year we had just returned from our epic trip to China: Eight seminars in
three weeks.
The past 12 months have been filled with S.A.Y. Yes! Training for after-school
programs in the Los Angeles area. We have been talking to churches about doing
“Foundational Principles of Family Peace” Seminars, doing seminars in Texas and
Arkansas. Then more trainings and seminars in the Los Angeles area and another
trip here to Texas and Missouri.
Everywhere we went we found people who expressed their appreciation for the
ministry we did: Individually or in a group.
Here are just a few notes of appreciation:
Thank you your trip to China. Your seminar at son’s school give me much hope. You
are gift from God! - Luang, China
This seminar is the perfect balance of discipline and affection. I can see the need and
now understand why they are important. – Robert, Arkansas
Hope is so important. I came today without any - and am leaving filled with hope for
the future. God Bless You! - Amy, California
Today I saw how my choices determine the qualities of my life. I am choosing to take
control of my life by looking at my choices. – Christy, Texas
The Four Core Needs (affection, boundaries, consistency, discipline) are perfect for
understanding my daughter now that she is a teen. The Three Cornerstones of Life Is
Full Of Choices will help us direct her to a future of her choosing. Thank you for
providing this information! - David, California
Most of all we appreciate the opportunity to do ministry. You make it all possible
through your effective prayers and your generous giving. Thank you so
much! May God bless you and keep you in the palm of His hands. May His face
shine upon you and keep you safe.
In His grip,	
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Answered Prayer
The Seminar on October
25th went very well. We
tried a new format and
were rewarded with many
positive remarks.
We are continuing to
make contact with
Churches and
everywhere we go we are
hearing about the need
for the Church to
communicate with
families.
The time Sheryl has
spent on the phone
working one-on-one with
ladies has gone well.
Praise the Lord for
Seminars He has
arranged in the coming
months.
Prayer Requests
Please continue to pray
for safety as we travel.
The calendar just keeps
filling up.
Pray for the individuals
who have taken the
Seminar. That they would
be able to show to the
people around them the
peace that is beyond
understanding.

